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Welcome Dr. Shao to join our POP family!

Where to meet us

Sunday, May 19th

ISPOR Student Research Competition
UF team: Raj, Ching-Yuan, Ching-Yu, Xinyi
Location: Room 278-280 (2nd floor)
• 5:00 PM-7:00PM

ISPOR Gator Reunion
Location: Lula Restaurant Distillery
1532 St Charles Ave, New Orleans, LA 70130
• 8:00 PM-10:00PM

Monday, May 20th

Use of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors and Risk of Immune-Related Adverse Events Among Patients with Advanced Melanoma: A Systematic Review and Network Meta-Analysis
[PCN176] Poster (finalists)
Chang C, Park H, Lo-Ciganic W
• 10:30 AM- 2:00PM

The Prevalence of Sun Protective Behaviors Across Different Age Groups in the US Population: Findings From the 2015 US Health Interview Study
[PCN271] Poster
Chang C, Park H, Lo-Ciganic W
• 10:30 AM– 2:00PM

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors for the Treatment of Advanced Melanoma: A Systematic Literature Review
[PCN69] Poster
Chang C, Malone D
• 10:30 AM – 2:00PM

Impact of Depression and Anxiety on Adherence to Adjuvant Endocrine Treatments in Elderly Breast Cancer Survivors
[131] Poster (finalists)
Desai RA, Camacho F, Balkrishnan R
• 10:30 AM – 2:00PM

Using Time Series Analysis To Forecast the Health-Related Quality of Life Post-Menopausal Women With Non-Metastatic ER+ Breast Cancer: A Tutorial and Case Study
[PCN241] Poster
• 10:30 AM – 2:00PM

Healthcare Resource Utilization and Clinical Outcomes in Hospitalized Patients with Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias in the United States: A Nationwide Retrospective Cohort Study
[PMU26] Poster
Vassiki Sanogo; Ziyan Chen; Hong Xiao; Karam Diaby
• 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM

The Increased Risks of Non-Hepatic Cancers Among Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Infected Patients: A Population-Based Cohort Study in the US
[IN1] Spotlight Student Poster
Wei Wang, Vincent Lo Re Ill, Yi Guo, Hong Xiao, Joshua Brown, Haesuk Park
• 3:30PM- 4:30 PM

Continues →
Monday, May 20th (cont.)

Burden of Adverse Drug Events During Hospitalization in Older Adults- Analysis Using Nationwide Readmission Database [PIH12] Poster
Munaza Riaz, Joshua D. Brown
  • 3:30 PM – 7:00 PM

Ziyan Chen, Vassiki Sanogo, Hong Xiao, Karam Diaby
  • 10:30 AM – 2:00 PM

Impact of Disease Severity on Healthcare costs in Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection [PIN30] Poster
Mahek Garg, Haesuk Park
  • 10:30 AM – 2:00 PM

Reducing Health Disparities Associated with HIV- A Focus on Quality of Care [PIN78] Poster
Sabina Nduaguba
  • 10:30 AM – 2:00 PM

Tuesday, May 21st

The Out-Of-Pocket Burden Of Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring: A United States Perspective in the Commercial Insurance Marketplace [C23] Poster
Desai RA, Dietrich E, Garg M, Park H, Smith S
  • 10:30 AM – 2:00 PM

All-Oral Direct-Acting Antivirals Decrease Liver Complications in Chronic Hepatitis C Patients: A Patients with Substance Use Disorders In the United States [PIN101] Poster
Xinyi Jiang, Wei Wang, Haesuk Park
  • 10:30 AM – 2:00 PM

The Increased Risks of Non-Hepatic Cancers Among Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Infected Patients: A Population-Based Cohort Study in the U.S. [IN1] Podium
Wei Wang, Vincent Lo Re III, Yi Guo, Hong Xiao, Joshua Brown, Haesuk Park
  • 2:15 PM – 3:15 PM

A Cost Analysis of Current Situation of Pneumonia Treatment in China: A Big-Data Hospital Information System (HIS) Database Analysis [PRS66] Poster
  • 3:30 PM – 7:00 PM